Montpellier (France), September 03, 2018 - 5:45 pm CEST

Press
release
Intrasense (FR0011179886 - ALINS), specialist in medical imaging software
solutions and designer of Myrian®, announces that several partnership
agreements have been signed in Europe, strengthening its positions on its
historical market.

Myrian® at the heart of innovative projects in France
The Sainte-Catherine Institute of Avignon, a cancer screening and treatment
center, recognized for its clinical research activity and the evaluation of new
radiotherapy techniques, has chosen to make Myrian® available to all its
practitioners.
Seamlessly integrated into the institution information system, Myrian® has been
deployed in conjunction with the « deconstructed » PACS solution Lify, a platform
edited by Osimis. Allowing more efficient teamwork, this partnership supports
innovation within the oncology department « We appreciate the sharing of a
unique visualization solution between departments, independent of any
modality, to harmonize our practices. », comments Céline Belvédère, the SainteCatherine Institute imaging division manager.
As a first successful collaboration, this project initiates a more long-term
partnership between Intrasense and Osimis. The two partners will combine their
complementary expertise on other new projects, based on their independence
and a high degree of adaptability.

Cutting-edge solutions for hepatic surgery in Spain
On the Spanish market, the clinical application Myrian® XP-Liver is continuing its
development reaching hepatic surgeons, with a partnership concluded with the
health products distributor Dismeval. « Myrian® XP-Liver has particularly
relevant features for hepatic surgery planning », confirms Salvador Forés,
manager of Dismeval. « It’s a cutting-edge software solution, that complements
our operating rooms offering ».

A partnership for Myrian® Imaging Layer in Bulgaria
Myrian® Imaging Layer has just been chosen by Saint-Ivan-Rilski University
Hospital in Sofia (Bulgaria), in an integrated mode into a PACS solution from
Software Company, an Intrasense partner and leading actor on the Bulgarian
market. This partnership with Software Company ensures a long-term foothold
for Myrian® in this market, with strong development prospects.
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Valentin Tafrajiiski, sales manager at Software Company, is confident: « We are
happy to implement all Myrian® rich functionalities to our solution, that allows
us to differentiate ourselves strongly. We also know that Myrian® Studio will
open possibilities to our customers to customize their clinical applications
portfolio. »
About Intrasense
Founded in 2004, Intrasense develops and markets a unique medical device called
Myrian®, a software platform that facilitates diagnosis, decision-making and therapeutic
follow-up and makes them more secure. Thanks to Myrian ®, more than 800 health
institutions spread over 40 countries use a unique and integrated platform supporting
all types of imaging modalities (MRI, scanner…). Enriched with expert clinical modules
dedicated to specific pathologies, Myrian® also provides a universal image treatment
solution that can be fully integrated in any health information system. Intrasense includes
40 employees among which 20 are dedicated to Research & Development. Intrasense
has been labelled ‘innovative company’ by the BPI and invested more than 10 million
euros in Research & Development since its creation.
More information on www.intrasense.fr.
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